Wiring & Installation Manual
Revision 1.0

uMasterV1
(Master for Battery Management System)
uMaster was designed to manage the Bms_S16CHv2 packs. A battery management system (BMS) is an electronic
system that monitors and controls the charging and discharging of rechargeable batteries.
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SAFETY:
Important - Read the following page carefully to prevent damage to the battery packs.

This product has been designed for external and internal mounting in a battery system. Installation must be
carried out by a qualified person trained in the field of electrical engineering and the safety of battery systems.
This person is responsible for determination of the suitability of this product, selection of the cross-section of the
wires, wiring methods, interconnects, and complying with any regulations, standards, or codes. Do not use this
product if you are unsure if you have the necessary skills.
During any change in the wiring of the uMaster system, the voltage tap connectors should be DISCONNECTED.
This will prevent accidental uMaster damage and ensure personal security.
Before connecting the voltage connectors to the uMaster, the correct wiring should be checked. Failure to do so
may result in damage to the uMAster. Damage to the uMaster from invalid connection or misuse is not covered
under warranty, and some incorrect wiring may pose a personal safety risk.
The customer is responsible for preventing unauthorized access to systems and networks.

A DAMAGED uMASTER MUST BE DISCONNECTED IMMEDIATELY. NEVER CONTINUE
TO USE A DAMAGED BMS UNIT.
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Overview:
Development in the technology of rechargeable lithium batteries has been steadily increasing their performance
and making them more safe, reliable, cheap, and easy to manufacture. The most commonly used battery systems
on the market contain detailed voltage and temperature parameters for selected cells. If operated outside these
limits, they will fail prematurely and pose safety risks due to reactive components inside them. There is one
more problem: since lithium-chemical cells are very intolerant to overcharging, they have no natural equalization
mechanism when they are connected in series. Any charge imbalance between cell will increase with each cycle
of operation. If no precautionary measures are taken, rapidly reducing the usable capacity of the entire battery
pack and potentially causing its premature failure. To overcome these problems and take full advantage of the
benefits of lithium batteries, it is necessary to use intelligent battery management system, which can
independently monitor the battery parameters at the level of individual cells in real time.
Our solution is adapted to the latest version of battery management systems with a unique set of utility functions.
uMaster Bms is a digital distributed battery management system. It consists of the uMaster central unit
and BMS slave units BMS_S16CHv2. The uMaster control unit is the main controller that performs
autonomously all basic and useful battery management functions. Interacts with all other external components in
the system using various inputs, outputs and interfaces.
uMaster is designed for both automotive and industrial applications. It is a supervisory device for battery
management system (BMS) - an electronic system that monitors and controls the charging and discharging of
rechargeable batteries.
The device is controlled via CAN bus line. It has two independent Can lines for communication with BMS
devices and for communication with the vehicle.
The device has a very large number of features: slave device control, monitoring, data logging, current
measurement, main contactor management, battery pack charger control and safety systems control.
Due to the very large number of settings, it is recommended to use the graphic application Geeco Battery
Management PC. It facilitates entering data into the device, thus speeding up the work.
Summary:
 Battery Management System Master Module in IP67 enclosure with MX150 Molex Connectors
 2xCANBus Interface.
o CAN Batterymod for external measurement and balancing modules.
o CAN Vehicle for in vehicle systems communication / motors / charger / HVAC / Dashboard
 5 output ports for standard signals | BAT OK | BMS READY | SOC | DC_CHR
 3 analog inputs with power supply interface for two or three range current sensor.
o Currently supported LEM DHAB two range current sensors. (User can set custom calibrations
for different types of sensors)
 CANIO subsystem for extending IO capability and simplify electrical harness.
 CANBus diagnostics and real time data sent for in-vehicle subsystems.
 HVREL subsystem for driving precharge, negative and positive battery terminal relays with additional
voltage measurement system for relay or short circuit malfunction detection before battery HV
connection to the outer vehicle modules/inverters occurs.
 Geeco Battery Management PC software for advanced settings and system configuration and
customization to different sizes and types of battery cells and packs.
 Full integration with ECUMASTER Power Management System PMU and Advanced Display Unit
ADU
Aplications:
 High Performance sport vehicles.
 Heavy utility vehicles : Buses, Garbage Collecting, Road Cleaning Vehicles.
 Small city cars.
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Medium and large battery packs used in mining industry.
Grid stabilization systems
Energy storage and backup energy systems.

Technical information:
The uMaster can be mounted in any orientation. Intended for use in the temperature range from
-40 ° C to + 80 ° C. The device is located in an IP67 housing, thus being protected against dust and access by
hazardous parts.
In addition, it is protected against the effects of brief immersion in water (30 min to a depth of 0.15 m above the
top of the housing).
The uMaster cannot be used in environments where flammable gases may be present The device must not be
surrounded or sealed with thermal insulation material. Blocking ventilation or thermal insulation of the device
may constitute a fire hazard.
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Physical Mounting:
To facilitate installation, pre-clamped a wires bundle are available from the Elimen Group and are recommended
for prototyping and small series. However, for larger productions it is preferable that the cable harnesses are
manufactured to order in accordance with the exact specifications, because it reduces waste and assembly time.
Contact the Elimen Group for recommendations on cable design for custom cable harnesses. Below is a table
showing connectors, crimping tools and official assembly tools for connectors designed for uMaster.
Most connectors are Molex parts:

Photo of the uMaster device housing.

Table 1.0: The housing:

Housing

Name

Standard Enclosure
Header 20A + 12B

5810130090
5810132011

Table 1.1: The connectors:

Connector

Housing

Crimps

Female Connector Dual Row, 12
Female Connector Dual Row, 20

334721201
334722001

33012
33012
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Table 1.2: The tools for use in assembling the above connectors:

Application tooling

Official Hand Crimping Tool

Closing Tool

5991111652
5991111652
5991111440
343450001

Opening Tool

Mechanical specifications:
Table 1.3: uMaster Physical Specifications
Application tooling
Dimensions

Weight
Mounting hole diameter

Official Hand Crimping Tool
64,90 x 85,39 mm
100g
3.5mm

Warning: Always disconnect all power, especially on
cell taps, before servicing or altering connectors.
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Mounting hole locations on the uMaster.
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Device wiring:

ModICE ME-MX Series

Pinout of the power supply connectors.
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Power supply:
Table 1.4: Pinout Power Supply connectors:

Pin Number
Name
Description
11B
Gnd Relay Relay Power Supply Ground .
12B
Gnd_12VBat Power Supply Ground.
5B
VBat_Relay Relay Power Supply Input
Power Supply Input.
6B
+12VBat

IMPORTANT: as in any electrical device, all electrical connections connected to the
uMaster must be protected by a current limiter. This protection should be selected according
to the cross-section of the cables connected to the device. When choosing this protection, pay
attention to the fuse voltage, its value should not be lower than the maximum operating value.
A properly selected circuit breakers will protect electrical wires against short circuits.
The power supply system consists of two parts - the battery part and the vehicle side. Both sides are fully
isolated from each other. Two independent power sources must be used to maintain electrical insulation.
The Vehicle side supply voltage is the main voltage that powers the uMaster system. It contains between 9 and
15V. Each uMaster is protected with a resettable fuse of 1.5A and has been designed to be powered from an
external supply voltage or from from the baterry pack. To determine the correct version, contact the Elimen
Group.
When supplying uMaster from a battery pack, it should be particularly noted that uMaster will discharge the
battery pack. Especially dangerous this is when the battery pack will not be charged for a long time. It is
necessary to use an anti-discharge system. If in its absence the whole battery pack can damage in one single
event.

CAN interfaces:
Table 1.5: Pinout can:

Pin Number
7B
1B
8B
7A
8A
17A

Name
CAN H VEHICLE
CAN L VEHICLE
CAN GND VEHICLE
CAN H BATERRY
CAN L BATERRY
CAN GND BATERRY

Description
CAN interface with high signal lines.
CAN interface with low signal lines.
CAN interface gnd.
CAN interface with high signal lines.
CAN interface with low signal lines.
CAN interface gnd.

CAN interfaces are differential node buses and require twisted pair wire (2 wires) to communicate. For best
operation, shielded twisted pair wire should be used for protection against electrical noise immunity. The shield
should be grounded at a single point only, ideally as close as possible the output of the power supply that powers
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the nodes connected to the CAN network in order to avoid ground loops. If shielded twisted pair is not used,
CAN network should be as close as possible to a single line structure.
Controller Area Networks (CAN) require exactly two 120 ohm termination resistors on the two physical ends of
the bus to operate properly. Each unit has a Can termination resistor.
The system has two independent CAN lines. They are electrically and signal-separated. This ensures that the
number of CAN frames on a single line is reduced and thus prevents access to CAN battery. The CAN barttery
line is intended exclusively for operation with devices related to battery service, such as BMS slaves, measuring
systems, etc. It is not recommended to connect additional devices on this line whose operation is not connected
with the battery.
The CAN Vehicle line is designed to support BMS uMaster. This line should be connected to the main CAN line
of the device / vehicle on which all battery parameters can be read.
Gecco Battery Management PC applications are recommended for BMS uMaster operation.
If you want to control the BMS slave directly and observe these frames, you must programmatically mix both
CAN lines together with the appropriate control frame.

uMaster Can connection with Bms slave.

A CAN bus can have many nodes attached to a single bus. If only two nodes are attached, they should be at the
physical ends of the cable with a termination resistor as close to each end as possible. While the entire CAN bus
cable can be very long (up to 30 meters for 1mpbs, 100 meters for 500kbps, or 500 meters for 125kbps), the taps
off the main wire for additional nodes should be kept less than about 1 meter off the main cable. The bus must be
properly terminated even if it appears to work with just one termination resistor! After wiring the CAN
interfaces, verify proper termination by using an ohm-meter to check the resistance between CAN_H and
CAN_L. In order to verify the resistance, all power must be removed from all devices on the CANBUS. The
total resistance should measure 60 ohms (two 120 ohm resistors in parallel = 60 ohms.)
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Digital signal IO:
Table 1.6: Pinout IO:

Pin
Number

Name

Description

4B

IGN_START/STOP

3B

DC_CHR_INLET_CONTACTOR

2B

SOC

9B

BATTERY_OK

10B

BMS_READY

This input is responsible for switching the system
on or off. When turned off, the system goes into a
low power state.
Logic one turn on the system.
In the case of an automotive solution this output is
used to block the charging connector. This
prevents the plug being accidentally pulled out
when charging battery pack.
Logic one block connector.
Indicates the level of discharge of the battery
pack. The signal is in the form of Pulse-Width
Modulation.
If the battery meets the user-defined parameters
(uMaster settings), the pin sets the logical one.
When the pin has a logical one, it means that
communication with the BMS slave has been
established and the correct initialization has
occurred.

Outputs are of the source type, which means that in the case of "switching on" logical one appears on the output.
Its value is equal to the voltage +12VBAT. This method provides greater flexibility and can interface with a
wide range of applications using different voltages up to 15V nominal / 20V. Always maintain ground potentials
between the uMaster and the rest of the devices. A difference in ground potentials can cause the digital signal
outputs to sink current due to internal protection diodes.

Relay:
These relay pins are open collector outputs. They are designed to control battery control relays. The maximum
controlled coil current is 1A and a maximum voltage up to 15/20 V. The uMaster has internal protection from
the back EMF generated by the relay coils, and additional clamping diodes can be added for additional
protection if desired. Damage can occur to the uMaster if currents larger than 1A are present. Such damage can
cause unexpected output behavior and even permanent short circuit. Some contactors have reduce average power
consumption circuits, but still require a large initialization current. This large inrush current can damage the
uMaster units.
Table 1.7: Relay pinout:

Pin
Number
14A, 15A,
16A
4A

Name

Description

GND_RELAY

Ground for relay.

BAT_PRECHR

A precharge circuit limits that inrush current,
without limiting the operating current.
Control of the low battery pack potential
contactor.
Control of a high battery pack potential contactor.

5A

BAT_NEG_CONT

6A

BAT_POS_CONT
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BAT_PRECHR - Battery precharge, in a lot of different applications, the battery are connected to a load that
has a substantial input capacitance. Battery transients must be limited to reasonable levels. This is important for
both BMS protection and the protection of attached lithium cells, which may even be damaged. Transient
conditions resulting from normal switching from contactors can be reduced by using appropriate pre-charge
circuits and by limiting the speed of the motor controllers. It is desirable to limit the high inrush current that
occurs when the main contactor is closed. For this reason, the uMaster control unit offers a very simple function
of pre-charging the contactor.
BAT_NEG_CONT – Bartery negative contactor,
BAT_POS_CONT – Bartery positive contactor,
If the battery is disconnected from the load, both positive and negative potentials must be cut off. This provides
additional protection against electric shock. For automotive applications, this protection is required.
Please note that the output of an open drain cannot be directly measured with a multimeter as they do not source
voltage.

Important: current protection devices with a value of 3A or less (selected for the cross-section of wires)
should be located as close to the voltage source as possible. This will protect the wires connecting the outputs /
inputs as well as the relay control systems.

For both safety and BMS health, it is very important to disconnect the cell
tap wires before making any modifications to the battery wiring.
Battery Measure:
Table 1.8: Baterry measure pinout:

Pin
Number

Name

1A

BAT_MEASURE_POS

2A

BAT_MEASURE_NEG

Description
Pin for connecting voltage to additional battery
pack.
Pin for connecting the battery ground.

It is a voltage measuring input, it is used to measure voltage on the whole battery pack. The maximum measured
voltage is 560V. This value should not be exceeded. Higher voltage may damage this input. The measurement
should be connected after the main battery relays, so that the measuring system is cut off from the battery after
the system is turned off. This will prevent unnecessary discharge of the battery pack. This measurement takes
part in the logic that meets the BATTERY_OK condition.
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Current Measure:
Table 1.9: Current measure pinout:

Pin
Number
9A
19A
18A
20A
10A

Name
ANALOG_CURRSNS0
ANALOG_CURRSNS1
ANALOG_CURRSNS2
GND
+5VA

Description
Positive input for current sensor.
Positive input for current sensor.
Positive input for current sensor.
Common ground for current sensors.
Common power supply for current sensors.

The adjacent ’+5VA’ and ‘GND’ pins are intended for supplying power the current sensor when it is connected
to the Control Unit. The system is equipped with three inputs for a current sensor using the Hall effect. These
sensors must have a voltage output with a voltage range of 0 to 5V.
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CAN Frame:

Gecco Battery Management PC .

I/O FRAME:
Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
0x00020000

DL
C
5

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Output
MSB

Output
LSB

Input

HVREL
Set

HVREL
State
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Output Frame = Output MSB<<8 | Output LSB
Frame description:
Name
Bms Ready

Function
BMS is ready to work.

Bit position
0x01

Low Battery Warning
Empty Battery Warning
Temperature Warning

Flag set when battery SOC below 10%.
Flag set hen battery SOC at 1%.
Flag set when battery temperature is to high
or to low.
Flag set when load is allowed to drain
energy from battery. There is no allow for
battery discharge if flag is unset.
Flag set when charger or regenerative
energy from load is allowed to deliver
energy to battery. There is no allow for
battery charging if flag is unset.
Set flag indicates that BMS established
communication with CANBus Charger on
VehicleCAN and is currently charging.
Flag set if Charging Power is limited by
"Nominal Charge Current limit " beeing
lower than desired by user parameter.
Flag set when SOF (State Of Function) in
not 100%. When Nominal Discharge
Current limit is lower than desired by user
parameter.
Flag set when cooling has to be turn on by
some device in system. This is signal for
another device to take action and cool the
battery.
Flag set when heatin has to be turn on by
som device in system. This is signal for
another device to take action and prehear
the battery to obtain full SOF (State Of
Function).

0x02
0x04
0x08

Flag set when Negative Battery Contactor is
closed by BMS master.
Flag set when Positive Battery Contactor is

0x800

Discharge Allow
Charge Allow

Charge Indicato
Charge Power Reduced
Discharge Power Reduced

Cooling

Heating

Battery Contactor Negative
Battery Contactor Positive

0x16
0x020

0x40
0x80
0x100

0x200

0x400

0x1000
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Battery Precharge

CHR DC Inlet Contactor

Drive Inhibit

closed by BMS master.
Flag set when Precharge Contactor closes
precharge resistor beetween Battery
Positive terminal and Output Battery
Positive Terminal to the outside world by
BMS master and output loads capacitors are
beeing charged by closed resistor.
Flag set when DC charging inlet contatcors
are switched on during charging procedure
to flow current from external DC charger to
the battery.
Flag set when charging and there is no
allow for drive the vehicle. User has to
implement drive unit drive lock to this flag.

0x2000

0x4000

0x8000

Frame description:
Name
Ignition

Driver Master Switch

Emergency Stop

Charger Plug Interlock

Function
Flag has to be set by external device to
system go in Ready Mode from
Standby Mode. This may be also done
manually by swiping the switch for
debug purposes by user in this PC app.
This flag has to be set to Drive the
vehicle. BMS master responds with
taking down Drive Inhibit flag if it is
not connected to charger cable. This
may be also done manually by swiping
the switch for debug purposes by user
in this PC app.
If external system sets this Flag than
output Drive Inhibit Flag is beeing set
and Battery Contactors are beeing
open. External load should stop driaing
energy reacting to output Drive Inhibit
Flag before Battery Contactors will
demagnetize and open. This may be
also done manually by swiping the
switch for debug purposes by user in
this PC app.
Flag has to be set when external vehicle
controller detects charging cable to be
plugged and not tried to be
disconnected by user pressing on

Bit position
0x01

0x02

0x04

0x08
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charging connector unplug lock. If
vehicle detects that user pressed and
unlocked charching connector lock and
there will be about to disconnet the
plug - vehicle need to inform by
resetting this input flag to 0. This may
be also done manually by swiping the
switch for debug purposes by user in
this PC app.
Flag set when external vehicle
controller does not allow charging to be
done.

Charge Inhibit

0x16

Frame description:
Name
State

Function
Contactor state information.

Set

Contactor System automatic desired actions beeing
performed. User can manually set this to desired
action for debug purpose.

byte value
PRECHARGE = 0,
CLOSED = 0x1,
OPENED = 0x2,
PRECHARGE_ERROR = 0x3,
NOTHING = 0,
FORCE_STOP = 0x1,
CLOSE = 0x2,
OPEN = 0x3,

System Frame:
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Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier

DL
C

0x00020000

8

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Max Cell
Number
Detected
MSB

Max Cell
Number
Detected
LSB

Max Cell
Number
User Set
MSB

Max Cell
Number
User Set
LSB

Data4

Data5

Data6

Data7

Max Node
Detected

Slave
Comunication Status

Can
Communication
Status

Bms
Active Or
Sleep
Mode

Max Cell Number Detected Frame = Max Cell Number Detected MSB <<8 | Max Cell Number Detected LSB
Maximum Number of Cells Set = Max Cell Number User Set MSB <<8 | Max Cell Number User Set LSB

Frame description:
Name
Maximum Number of Cells Detected
Maximum Number of Cells Set
Maximum Number of Node Detected
Slave Status

Function
The number of cell detected by the
BMS controller.
Declared number of cell in the whole
battery system.
The maximum number of nodes
detected by the BMS controller.
Communication status with the BMS
slave. We distinguish four messages:
ok, unknown, sleep, no connection

CAN Communication

CAN communication status with the
BMS controller.

BMS Mode

BMS controller status - can be active
or in sleep mode.

Value
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 65535;
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 65535;
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 65535;
UNKNOWN
OK
SLEEP
WRONG_CELL_QTY
TIMEOUT
FAILED
UNKNOWN
OK
SLEEP
TIMEOUT
FAILED
SLEEP = 0,
ACTIVE = 1,

Cell Table:
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Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
0x00020000

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Data5

6

0xA0

Module
Cell
Number

Voltage
MSB

Voltage
LSB

Temperature

Current
PWM

Frame description:
Name
Module Cell Number

Function
The cell number – 1 to 16.

Voltage

The voltage value on the cell.

Temperature

The temperature value on the cell.

Current PWM

The pwm value on the cell.

SOC Frame

Value
unsigned short
MaxValue = 255;
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 65535;
Valu In mV
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 255;
Valu In °C
unsigned uint
MaxValue = 255;

= SOC MSB<<8 | SOC LSB

SocV Frame = SocV MSB<<8 | SocV LSB
Soccy Frame = Soccy MSB<<8 | Soccy LSB
SoH Frame = SoH MSB<<8 | SoH LSB

Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
0x00020000

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Data5

Data6

Data7

6

SOC
MSB

SOC
LSB

SocV

SocV
LSB

SocCC
MSB

SocCC
LSB

SoH
MSB

SoH
LSB

MSB
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Frame description:
Name
Soc

Function
State of charge - indicate the charge
level of the battery.

Value
unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;

Soc V

This method converts a reading of
the battery voltage to SoC, using the
known discharge curve (voltage vs.
SoC) of the battery. However, the
voltage is more significantly affected
by the battery current (due to the
battery's electrochemical kinetics)
and temperature. This method can be
made more accurate by compensating
the voltage reading by a correction
term proportional to the battery
current, and by using a look-up table
of battery's open circuit voltage vs.
temperature.
This method, also known as
"coulomb counting", calculates the
SoC by measuring the battery current
and integrating it in time. Since no
measurement can be perfect, this
method suffers from long-term drift
and lack of a reference point:
therefore, the SoC must be recalibrated on a regular basis, such as
by resetting the SoC to 100% when a
charger determines that the battery is
fully charged (using one of the other
methods described here).
State Of Health

unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;

Soc CC

SoH

unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;

unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;

Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
0x00020000

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Data5

6

SOF

SOF

MSB

LSB

Allowed
Discharge
Current

Allowed
Discharge
Current
LSB

Allowed
Charge
Current MSB

Allowed
ChargeCur
rent LSB

MSB

Frame description:
Name
SOF

Allowed Discharge Current

Function
State-of-function (SoF) SoF reflects
battery readiness in terms of usable
energy by observing state-of-charge
in relation to the available capacity.
Maximum battery discharge current

Allowed Charge Current

Maximum battery charge current

Value
Max current derating
factor = State Of Function
(max 1000=100%)
unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;
unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;
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Charger
In the current version, the uMaster module supports the TCcharger. It designed for electric vehicle LiFePO4 /
lithium and battery management system interface. It's a charger with high efficiency, high stability, small size,
small volume and high protection grade (IP67).

Message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
0x00020000

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Data5

Data5

7

Charging
Voltage
Mesure
MSB

Charging
Voltage
Mesure
LSB

Charging
Current
Mesure
MSB

Charging
Current
Mesure
LSB

Charging
Current
Reductio
n

Charging
Status

Charging
Status
Flag

Frame description:
Name
Charging Voltage Mesure
Current Measure
Current Reduction

Charger status.

Function
Current voltage on
battery pods.
The current used to
charge the battery.
The value by which
the current has
been reduced in
relation to the
maximum current.
Charger status:
Plugged the
charger has been
connected to the
system.
Charge Allow

Value
Max Value: 65535
unsigned short
MaxValue = 65535;
MaxValue = 100 %

Plugged = 0x01
Charge Allow = 0x02
Manual Stop = 0x04
BMS Stop = 0x08
Not Charging = 0x04
Fully Charged = 0x16
Charging = 0x32
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the system allows
battery charging.

Internal Error = 0x64

Manual Stop the
charging process
has been stopped
manually.
BMS Stop
the charging
process has been
stopped via BMS.
Not Charging
the charging
process is stopped.
Fully Charged
the charging
process has been
stopped after the
battery has been
properly charged.

Charger status flag.

Charging
battery charging.
Internal Error
incorrect charger
operation.
Hardware Failure
The charger has
been damaged.
Element
replacement is
required.
Over temperature
protection
The charger
operating
temperature has
been exceeded. The
total power will be
limited until the
charger reaches its
operating
temperature.
Input voltage is
wrong
Invalid input
voltage. This
voltage should be
within the voltage
range specified
according to the
nameplate.
The charger stays
closed
Incorrect battery
connection.

Hardware Failure = 0x01
Over temperature protection = 0x02
Input voltage is wrong = 0x04
Communication receive time-out = 0x08
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Communication
receive time-out
If the Message is
not received within
5s, then it will
enter into
communication
error state and the
output will be
closed.

BMS
Parameter
Power Supply
Operatin Voltage Range
Operating Current
Relay Operatin Voltage Range
Relay Operating Current
Digital Operatin Voltage Range
(source)
Digital Operating Current (source)
Digital Operatin Voltage Range
(sink)
Digital Operating Current (sink)
Battery Measure Input
Current Measure Input

Sym

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Unit

+Vbat
Ibat
VccRelay

9

15

5

12
100
12

Vbat - 0.3V

-

15
3
Vbat - 0.4V

V
mA
V
A
V

Vccin

-350
-

-

-500
15

mA
V

Iin
Ubat
Iv

100V
-

-

1
556
5

mA
V
V

IRelay
Vccout
Iout
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Temperature distribution on uMaster's PCB.
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